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Animesh Rawat

 animesh.rawat20@gmail.com  +91 7838436141

 Noida, India  Portfolio

 GitHub  LinkedIn

Summary

• 8 years of experience and worked in various roles including Frontend Developer, Team/Tech Lead, Hybrid Mobile 
App Developer, Trainer/Speaker
• Deep understanding of various web technologies such as HTML, CSS, JavaScript, TypeScript, Angular, Vue, and 
React
• MEAN stack including backend web technologies like NodeJs with Express for REST API and backend database 
integration with MongoDB
• CI/CD, dockerization of apps and writing automation scripts like shell script and GitHub actions
• Worked as a lead to refactor monolithic apps into micro frontend applications. Worked on monorepo architecture
• Worked with diverse clients across various domains, including telecom, HVAC, �inance and eCommerce to name a 
few
• Have good experience in working with international clients and onsite visits like MLC - Australia, Rakuten Mobile - 
Japan etc.
• Won multiple hackathon events while participating both individually and with a team
• Ability to communicate effectively with clients, understand their needs and goals, and provide solutions that align 
with their vision
• Provide guidance and support in the project requirements phase including technical feasibility checks and proof of 
concept
• Dedicated to keeping up with the latest trends and techniques in web development and constantly learning and 
expanding skill set

Professional Skills

Angular React Vue

TypeScript JavaScript MEAN

HTML CSS SASS

Work Experience

Rakuten

UI/UX Engineer

Manage Indian team of developers for technical blockers and tasks
Developed an enterprise application with scalable solutions using monorepo 
and micro-frontend applications
Developed custom and complex web tools related to the telecom domain 
Created a custom component library which can be published and used across 
organisations and multiple vendors
Won an Individual award for my contributions to the project and within the 
team.

HCL Technologies

Lead Engineer

Won Hackathon of Edge team in HCL for the solution of reusable Angular 
component
Developed a web tool for the client in HVAC domain with E2E solution
Revamped existing web app solution and helped create a design system for the 
client

06/2020 - present

09/2018 - 04/2020

Web Developer

mailto:animesh.rawat20@gmail.com
tel:+91 7838436141
https://animesh-rawat.web.app/
https://github.com/rawatanimesh
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rawatanimesh/


Work Experience

Mobikasa

Frontend Developer

Developed an E-commerce angular application which was originally built using 
Shopify framework with a user base of thousands. 
Created a CMS tool for an E-commerce app for inventory and order tracking
Utilised the latest web technologies like google analytics, AMP pages, canonical 
links for SEO 

Tech Mahindra

Software Developer

Won Hackathon organised by a leading Life Insurance company in Australia.
Awarded “Best Implementation of new technology in a customer service 
context” .
Won "Digital Warrior" and "Pat on Back" awards

Education

Sharda University B.Tech in Electronics and Communications

St. Mary's Academy 12th standard in Science (PCM)

St. Mary's Academy 10th standard in Computer Science

Certi�icates

Angular & NodeJS - The MEAN Stack Guide [2023 Edition]

Vue - The Complete Guide (incl. Router & Composition API) 

01/2018 - 09/2018

06/2015 - 01/2018

2011 - 2015

2010 - 2011

2008 - 2009

2023

2022

https://www.udemy.com/certificate/UC-d568e4c6-4555-4858-a00f-9037bfa368f5/
https://www.udemy.com/certificate/UC-9af80e33-a95f-4d98-ad34-c35620e2b9a6/

